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ABSTRACT: Reduction of SO2 to fixed forms of sulfur can address the growing concerns regarding its detrimental effect on
health and environment as well as enable its valorization into valuable chemicals. While the coordination of SO2 to transition
metals are documented, its reduction using molecular catalysts has remained elusive. Alternatively, the naturally occurring
heme enzyme sulfite reductase is known to reduce SO2 to H2S and is an integral part of the global sulfur cycle. However, its
action is not yet mimicked in artificial systems outside of the protein matrix even after several decades of its structural elucidation. Here reduction of SO2 by iron (II) porphyrin, a synthetic analogue of heme, is demonstrated. A combination of spectroscopic and analytical methods indicates that SO2 is reduced by 2e-/2H+ by FeIITPP to form an intermediate [FeIII-SO]+ species which releases SO. The SO obtained from the chemical reduction of SO2 could be valorized in the form of a Diels-Alder
adduct of butadiene resulting in an organic sulfoxide.
Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) is an atmospheric pollutant that is emitted
from fossil fuel burning and smelters. An estimated >100 Tg of
SO2 is emitted annually; mostly from human activities.1-4 Apart
from direct effects, SO2 gets oxidized in the atmosphere to sulphates which is the major component of particulate matter
(PM2.5) that is detrimental for human health.5-6 A concerted
global effort has led to reduction in SO2 emission in some countries, but it has been increasing substantially in developing nations which largely relies on coal for power generation.1 Fixation of SO2 by reducing it to sulfur or sulfides is an attractive
approach to eliminate this pollutant and generate valuable
stock chemicals.7 Most of these approaches require H2/CO gas,
high temperatures and supporting metal oxide heterogeneous
catalysts. 8-11 Although there are some examples of transition
metal complexes with bound SO2 and SO, 12-17 reduction of SO2
by molecular systems are rare and needs to be explored to marshal newer methods for SOx valorization.18

A host of microbial organisms recycle SOx as a part of the
geochemical Sulfur cycle and, recently, these organisms
have been used to valorize sulfur from alkaline extract of
flue gas which contains SO2.19 The enzyme responsible for
the 6e-/6H+ reduction of SO2 to H2S in these bacteria is sulfite reductase (SiR). The SiRs feature a siroheme cofactor
(Figure 1) which is a member of the isobacteriochlorin family of heme cofactors.20 The reduction of SO2 with the reduced ferrous siroheme active site of SiR has been investigated in detail using a combination of spectroscopic and
theoretical techniques.21-23 A series of Iron-Sulfur clusters
provide the 6e- needed for this reaction which funnel
through the proximal Fe4S4 cluster that bridge with the siroheme cofactor (Figure 2). The protons are provided by
several arginine residues that are present in the distal cavity of the siroheme (Figure 1) cofactor. The proposed mechanism of action for this overall 6H+/6e- reduction of sulfite
to sulfide by SiR is debatable. Using X-ray structure of SO32bound active site and structures of other small molecules
and anions bound SiR (e.g. NO2-, NO, CO, CN-), involvement
of three consecutive 2H+/2e- reduction steps which are all
accompanied by water elimination (Figure 2) was proposed.24 The binding of SO2 (after water elimination from
SO32-) to the open co-ordination site of siroheme is followed

by its 2e- reduction and water elimination to result in a
bound [FeIII-SO]+ species (SO implies sulfur monoxide)
where the formal oxidation state of the central sulfur is +2
i.e. 2e reduced relative to +4 in SO2. Two subsequent 2e/2H+ reduction and water eliminations yield the final H2S
product of this 6e-/6H+ reduction of SO2. Alternatively,
Stroupe and co-workers used site directed mutants of the
distal Arg and Lys residues to argue for six sequential
1H+/1e- steps instead.25 Nonetheless, both mechanisms indicated the formation of unusual siroheme bound SOx species which have not been observed outside the protein matrix in heme systems. Oxidation of the sulfide bound crystals
provided crystallographic evidence for the formation of the
[FeIII-SO]+ species as well. The nature of these Fe-SOx species
has not yet been understood and this reactivity is yet to be
established in synthetic systems and needs exploration.

Figure 1. (left) Active site of sulfite reductase (pdb id:
1AOP). The siroheme cofactor is bound to a phosphate ion.
Color code: Fe  orange, S  yellow, P  light orange, O 
red, N  blue and C  grey. The distal pendant residues are
labelled. (right) chem draw representation of the active site.

The active sites of SiR are closely related to the active site of
nitrite reductases (NiR) which reduce NO2- to NH4+.26 Since
ferrous tetraphenylporphyrin (FeTPP) can reduce NO2- like
siroheme based NiR which, in turn, can also reduce sulfite,
it is possible that FeTPP may reduce SO2 like the siroheme

based SiR.27 However, this has been difficult to achieve.
While initial vibrational data indicated formation of SO2 adduct of FeTPP at 20 K,28 efforts to isolate the adduct or isolate reduced sulfur products failed despite several attempts
to do so29-31 and sulfate/sulfite bound ferric porphyrins
were isolated instead in non-protic organic solvents. Thus,
even though a heme cofactor reduces SO2 in nature, reduction of SO2 by iron porphyrins has not been achieved outside of the protein matrix. In this manuscript, the reaction
of iron(II) tetraphenylporphyrin (FeIITPP) with SO2 is investigated. Crystallographic and spectroscopic characterization of the products indicate that SO2 is reduced to sulfur
monoxide (SO) via a [FeIII-SO]+ intermediate species mimicking the first step in the catalytic cycle of SiR.

(Figure 3B, blue) characteristic of high spin ferrous porphyrin.32 Upon the addition of SO2 the ν2 shifts to 1555 cm-1
(Figure 3B, red) which is characteristic of high spin FeIII porphyrin suggesting that the SO2 oxidizes the ferrous porphyrin to its ferric state consistent with the Uv-Vis data. Letting
the reaction mixture stand at RT for a day results in crystallization of a product species. The isolated purple crystals
suggest the formation of a five-coordinate ferric tetraphenylporphyrin chloride species (Figure S2 left, FeIIITPPCl) with a Fe-Cl distance of 2.198 Å. Erstwhile efforts of investigating the reaction of SO2 with FeTPP by Holm and
Scheidt resulted in the oxidation of both FeTPP and SO2 to
sulphate bridged FeIIITPP likely due to adventitious O2. In a
control experiment, the FeIITPP is intentionally exposed to
O2, a µ-oxo dimer species is formed (Figure S2, right) instead of FeIIITPP-Cl. Thus, any possible interference from accidental O2 leak in the reaction as well as interference from
the reductant used can be eliminated.

A

Figure 2. Proposed mechanism of SO2 reduction by the sulfite
reductase. The grey ring represents the heme and the yellow
cube represents the Fe4S4 cluster – blue and yellow spheres
represent iron and sulfide centers, respectively. The pendant
lysine and arginine are indicated. In this proposed mechanism,
the reaction proceeds via three 2e-/2H+ steps

The reaction of ferrous tertraphenylporphyrin (FeIITPP, 10
µM solution) with excess SO2 (SO2 saturated THF, 0.3-0.5 M)
in THF solvent at room temperature (RT) leads to shift of
the Soret and Q-band, characteristic of FeIITPP, from 426 nm
and 540 nm (Figure 3A, blue), respectively, to 417 nm and
510 nm (Figure 3A red), respectively, indicating the oxidation of the ferrous porphyrin to ferric porphyrin by SO2. The
final spectra resemble that of a ferric porphyrin like
FeIIITPP-Cl (Fig. 3A, green). The resonance Raman data of
the starting FeIITPP exhibit a ν2 vibration at 1540 cm-1

Figure 3. (A) Absorption data of the reduced FeIITPP (blue) and
the resulting species (red) after SO2 addition and FeIIITPP-Cl
(green) (B) The resonance Raman data of the reacting FeIITPP
(blue), the product after SO2 addition (red).

The reaction of FeIITPP with SO2 at RT did not reveal any
intermediates that may be involved. The EPR spectra of the
reaction mixture at -40oC shows two new species when SO2

is added to the EPR silent FeIITPP (Figure 4, blue) reactant.
First, a signal at g=5.96 which is characteristic of a high spin
FeIII species and second, another signal having g1 and g2 values of 2.06 and 1.98 which indicates the formation of a lowspin S=1/2 FeIII species (Figure 4, red) as well. The signal at
5.96 is typical of a high spin ferric porphyrin (Figure 4,
green, FeIIITPP-Cl). The nature of the S=1/2 product EPR is
quite different from those commonly observed in low spin
ferric species (very narrow g-values) instead it is very similar to the EPR signal of exchange-coupled S=1/2 ferrous nitrosyl adducts of heme and non-heme [FeNO]7 (EnemarkFeltham notation)33 species.34-37 Analogously, this signal can
originate from a [FeIII-SO]+ or [FeSO]8 species produced
from a 2e- reduction of SO2 akin to the first reduction step in
SiR (scheme 1). Although there are no precedence of EPR of
metal bound SO complexes, SO has a triplet ground state like
O238 and an anti-ferromagnetic coupling of a S=1/2 FeIII with
an S=1 SO is expected to result in a S=1/2 ground state with
an EPR signal like those reported for [FeNO]7 species, which
are described as S=1/2 FeIII center anti-ferromagnetically
coupled to a S=1 NO.36, 39-40 Note that these signals are very
different from SO2- radical has a typical sharp signal with g
values on 2.008-2.005.41-42

Figure 4. X-band EPR of FeIIITPPCl (green), FeIITPP (blue) and
the product of FeIITPP reaction with SO2 (green) collected at
77K.

The species with a low spin FeIII EPR signal, likely to be
[FeIII-SO]+, is further investigated using Mossbauer and resonance Raman spectroscopy. The Mossbauer spectra of the
reaction mixture show three components. A species (52%)
having δiso = 0.22 mm/s and ∆Eq = 0.60 mm/s, a species
(46%) having δiso = 0.20 mm/s and ∆Eq = 2.35 mm/s (Figure
5. blue line) and a minor (~2%) species having δiso = 0.55
mm/s and ∆Eq = 1.90 mm/s is observed. Based on the observed δiso and ΔEq values, these species corresponds to a
high spin FeIIITPP species (EPR g=5.96), a [FeIII-SO]+ species
(g values 2.06, 1.98) which has a low spin FeIII center and
unreacted FeIITPP EPR silent).43-46 When warmed up to RT,
the spectra show (Figure 5. yellow line) that the population
of the low spin FeIII species is reduced relative to the data obtained for the reaction mixture at -40 ͦC consistent with the decay of a low S=1/2 [FeIII-SO]+ intermediate to a high spin ferric
porphyrin species. The resonance Raman and Uv-Vis data of

the product obtained at RT show only a high spin ferric porphyrin species as the product which is consistent with the observed decay of the S=1/2 [FeIII-SO]+ intermediate species to
the high spin ferric porphyrin product.

Figure 5. 57Fe Mossbauer spectra (95K, zero field) of
FeIITPP+SO2(g) mixture prepared at -40 ͦC (blue trace) and at
RT (yellow trace), respectively, along with the fits. The relative
population of high spin FeIII, low spin FeIII and high spin FeII
species in the sample prepared at -40oC are 46%, 52% and 2%,
respectively.

Figure 6. resonance Raman spectra of FeIITPP,(blue line) reaction mixture of FeIITPP + SO2 at -40 ͦC containing intermediate
[FeIII-SO]+ (red line) and final solution product of FeIITPP + SO2
at RT (green line).

The resonance Raman spectra of the same reaction mixture
(prepared at -40 ͦC) exhibit υ2 marker band (Fe-Npyrrole symmetric stretching) at 385 cm-1 with a shoulder at 393 cm-1
as may be expected due to the presence of both high spin
[FeIIITPP]+ species and low spin [FeIII-SO]+ species in the solution.47-48 New vibrations are observed at 1014 cm-1 and
405 cm-1 (Figure 6A and 6B red line) which are absent in the
reactant FeIITPP species (Figure 6A and 6B blue line) as well
as in the final product (at RT) of the reaction (Figure 6A and
6B green line), respectively. The 1014 cm-1 peak is consistent with the ‘S=O’ stretch while the peak at 405 cm-1 may
represent the Fe-S stretch of the [FeIII-SO]+ intermediate
species. Note that these assignments need isotopically labelled SO2 to be confirmed which is expensive and beyond
the scope of this study.

The EPR, Mossbauer and resonance Raman data all indicate
that a mixture of high spin [FeIIITPP]+ and low spin [FeIII-SO]+
intermediate species are initially produced when SO2 reacts
with FeIITPP. Furthermore, the Mossbauer data indicate that
the population of the high spin [FeIIITPP]+ and low spin [FeIIISO]+ species is ~0.9:1 suggesting that these two ferric species
are produced simultaneously as suggested by the EPR data obtained under the same conditions. These experimental data

are suggestive of a 2e- reduction of SO2 where one electron
is derived from a free FeIITPP in solution and the other is
obtained from the ferrous porphyrin that binds the SO2 and
results in the low-spin [FeIII-SO]+ intermediate (Scheme 1).
The protons required for the water elimination can be obtained from MeOH used in the reaction mixture or any residual water in the solvent used. Note that EP, Mossbauer as
well as resonance Raman data indicate that this S=1/2 [FeIIISO]+ species is an intermediate of the reaction and its solvolysis results in the formation of high spin ferric porphyrin
which automatically entails the release of SO.

Scheme 1: Possible products resulting from 2e- SO2 reduction.

(DMB-SO, Fig. 7, inset)) is 32-48% between different runs
with respect to FeIITPP used (expected yield 50% as one
DMB-SO is produced per two equivalent of FeIITPP). SO
transfer from organic SO donors have yield ranging between 10-20%.51
In summary, the data show that ferrous porphyrin can reduce SO2 mimicking the function of siroheme based sulfite
reductase. The reaction follows a 2e-/2H+ pathway to generate a S=1/2 [FeIII-SO]+ species which releases SO. The resultant SO species was evidenced by trapping its DA adduct
with DMB. This is the first report of chemical reduction of
SO2 by synthetic ferrous porphyrins mimicking the reaction
of sulfite reductase outside the protein matrix. The observation of a [FeIII-SO]+ species outside the protein matrix heralds the possibility of accessing several other unusual intermediates proposed to be involved in this 6e-/6H+ process in
this enzyme. These results will enable a deeper understanding of the mechanism of SiR’s and aid mimicking its function
in artificial systems.
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Figure 7. FTIR data of the reaction mixture (RM) in red, RM
without reductant in green and RM without FeTPP in black. Inset-Mass spectra of DMB-SO done in GCMS.

SO is an exotic unstable molecule and has a lifetime of < 1s
at RT.49 However, its formation may be evidenced using
Diels-Alder (DA) reaction with dienes as has been established for organic SO donors.50 The reaction of FeIITPP with
SO2 when incubated with 2,3-dimethylbutadiene (DMB) exhibit a new vibration in the FTIR spectra at 1033 cm-1 (Figure 7. red) which is identical to that of an independently
synthesized sulfoxide adduct of DMB. The SO transfer to
DMB is further confirmed by GCMS data of the reaction mixture, which shows a peak with a mass of 130 a.u. consistent
with the formation of the DA adduct (Figure 7. inset). The
control samples which lack the reductant or FeIITPP only results in the expected DA adduct of SO2 and no sulfoxide is
observed either in the FTIR or in GCMS (Figure S3 and Figure S4).30-31 The GC yield of the DA adduct of DMB + SO
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1. Materials and Methods:
i) Materials:
All the reagents used were ensured to be of best commercially available quality. H2SO4 (98%, Merck),
Na2SO3 (anhydrous, Merck), HCl (37%, Merck), Silica (Merck), Na2SO4 (Merck), all were bought
from respective vendors and used without further purification. Benzaldehyde (Spectrochem), Pyrrole
(Spectrochem), Glacial Acetic acid (Spectrochem), Na2S (Spectrochem) were bought from respective
vendors. 2,4,6-Trimethylpyridine (Sigma-Aldrich), Ferrous Bromide (anhydrous, Sigma-Aldrich) were
used for FeIIITPP synthesis. Tetrahydrofuran, Methanol, Hexane were sourced from Finar Chemicals
and used only after subjecting them to adequate drying and distilling procedures. Dry and pure SO2 gas
was passed through a solution of conc. H2SO4 to remove any moisture and tested using GCMS prior to
use. The solubility of SO2 in THF (after 20 mins purging) is assumed to be 0.3-0.5 M as is the case for
commercial sources of the same (https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/product/aldrich/901592). 57Fe
samples were synthetized by using 57FeCl2 to metallate TPP.

Absorption spectra were obtained by a UV-Vis diode array spectrophotometer (Agilent 8453). EPR
experiments were performed at 77 K in a liquid nitrogen finger dewar. EPR spectra were obtained by a
JEOL FA200 spectrophotometer with the following parameters- modulation width: 10 gauss;
amplitude: 20; time constant: 300 ms; power: 2 mW; frequency: 9.25 GHz. For GCMS an Agilent
7890B GC system with a 5977A MS detector was used. Resonance Raman (rR) data were collected
using 413.1 nm excitation from a Kr+ ion source (Sabre Coherent Inc.) and a Trivista 555 triple
spectrophotometer (gratings used in the three stages were 900, 900, and 2400 grooves/mm) fitted with
S2

an electronically cooled Pixis CCD camera (Princeton Instruments). The irradiation power kept at the
sample is 8-10 mW, so that photodegradation does not take place. All the data were collected at 77 K
in a liquid N2 cooled finger Dewar after preparing the reaction mixtures at the room temperature. The
FT-IR data were measured on a Perkin Elmer spectrophotometer (Frontier) instrument. Data were
collected by drop casting the sample over CaF2 window and taking dry hexane/air background in LiTa
mode at room temperature. Mossbauer data are obtained in a Wissenschaftliche Elektronik GmbH
(WissEl) Mossbauer Spectrometer fitted with a 50mC 57Co source. The samples were immersed in a
Janis liq. N2 cryostat with a sample holder for home-built nylon sample cell. The doppler shift axis was
calibrated with 57Fe foil.
ii) Experimental details
a) Sample Preparation for UV-Vis Spectroscopy:
Synthesized FeIIITPP1 was dissolved in dry degassed THF to prepare 1 mM solution. It was subjected
to reduction using a 0.5 eq. (20 mM stock solution) of Na2S in dry degassed methanol.2 The reduction
was monitored using UV-Vis. Pure and dry SO2 gas bubbled in dry degassed THF to prepare a saturated
solution of SO2 in THF. 10-80 μL of SO2 saturated THF (0.3-0.5 M) was added to the ferrous porphyrin
and the absorption was recorded.
b) Trapping of Sulfur Monoxide:
A solution of FeIITPP (712 mg, 1.01 mol) prepared in dry degassed THF, was bubbled with dry and
pure SO2 gas for a minute at -80⁰C. The reaction mixture was then transferred to a reaction vessel
containing degassed 2,3-Dimethyl-1,3-butadiene (~2 ml, 10.10 mol, 10-fold excess), the addition was
done at 0⁰C and the reaction was allowed to continue for 72 hours under nitrogen atmosphere. In vacuo
evaporation of the THF solvent left us with the reaction mixture. The second fraction in column
chromatography, which elutes out in Hexane, affords 2,5-dihydro-3,4-dimethylthiophene-1-oxide. The
product was identified using GC/MS and IR Spectroscopy.
A control reaction was also set up for the purpose of ascertaining the proper source of Sulfur Monoxide.
The control reaction was set up where the reactants are sodium sulphide (reductant). It was bubbled
with dry and pure SO2 gas for several minutes and the reaction mixture was transferred to a reaction
vessel containing degassed 2,3-Dimethyl-1,3-butadiene (~2 ml, 10.1 mol), the addition was done at 0⁰C
and the reaction was allowed to continue for 72 hours under nitrogen atmosphere. The control reaction
was analysed using GC/MS and IR Spectroscopy and no sulfoxide could be detected (Fig. S3).
c) Sample Preparation for EPR, Mossbauer and Raman Spectroscopy:
FeIIITPP was reduced to FeIITPP. In an EPR Tube a 20 μL, 5 mM solution of FeIITPP was taken and it
was injected with an 80 μL saturated solution of dry and pure SO2 gas in THF to afford a solution of 1
mM concentration. The reaction was allowed to progress for 10 minutes before freezing it in liq. N2 for
EPR analysis, Mossbauer and resonance Raman analysis.
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Figure S1: Absorption Data of FeIITPP + SO2 (red), FeIIITPP (yellow) and Normalized Difference
Spectra (grey).

Figure S2. (left) Structure of FeIIITPP-Cl crystallized from the reaction mixture and (right)3 structure
of the µ-oxo dimer formed when the reduced FeTPP is exposed to O2.4 Color code: Orange  Fe, green
 Cl, red  O, blue  N, grey  C and white  H
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Figure S3. (Top) FTIR data of the reaction mixture (red), control reaction mixture (green), FeTPP
without reductant (blue) and DMB (black) and (bottom) FTIR data (liquid sample on ATR crystal) of
pure DA adduct of SO and DMB.
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Figure S4. MS data for the reaction mixture in blue showing the DMB-SO at 3.66 mins and that of the
control sample without FeIITPP (red).
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